CHAPTER XVIII
TAXING THE FOREIGNER BY PERSONAL  TAXES
§ 1. the next problem to which the separation of the world
into different national groups gives rise is concerned with
action by the government of one group designed to exact a
contribution to its revenue from the subjects of other govern-
ments. Exactions of this sort are prima facie practicable either
through the machinery of personal taxes, through lump-sum
levies on governments in the form of reparations or through
import or export duties. What has to be said under the last
two heads is reserved for the chapters that follow. In the
present chapter I shall briefly consider contributions secured
through personal taxes.
§ 2. At the outset we encounter a difficulty of definition:
what precisely constitutes a " national group " ? For the
present purpose it cannot be defined simply as all persons
owing political allegiance to one sovereign; for, apart from
the fact that in certain rare circumstances the same man may
be claimed as a national by more than one government, it is
plain that a British subject, for example, living permanently
in Rumania and deriving all his income from there belongs,
for economic purposes, to the Rumanian and not to the
British group. Reflection along these lines suggests that a
national group is best defined as all persons resident in the
territory covered by its government. This, however, is only
a first step; for, since people often move about from place
to place, residence is %an ambiguous term. Mr. Smith has
one house in England, another in Germany, spends one month
each year in each of them and, during the other ten months,
is annually occupied in travelling round the -world: where
does Mr. Smith reside ? Knots of this kind cannot be un-
ravelled : they must be cut by adopting some more or less
arbitrary convention. Since, however, the vast majority of
persons live habitually in the same country with only occa-
sional visits abroad, the precise significance given to the term
residence — for individuals * — is not, for our purpose, im-
1 For a discussion of the complicated problems connected with the residence
of companies, cf. Royal Commission on the Income Tax, Report, section 14.
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